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APART. DUNES - GARDEN VIEW
Dunas Douradas Beach Club

This apartment is fitted out for a fantastic holiday. There is plenty of living space for everybody to relax, a large
lounge and dining room make entertaining easy. The three bedrooms are all en-suite with large comfortable beds.
The kitchen is fully equipped with anything you may need. The apartment has a large terrace with a beautiful garden
view and it also includes a hot tub and sun loungers to enjoy the Algarve's famous weather. A gas-fueled BBQ
completes the picture, providing everything you may need for some al-fresco dining with the family.

If you wish to find out more about the resort or just view the resorts map check out our blog post here.

Please note that you can choose the type of accommodation, area and floor location, but each property is individually
owned and hence decorated differently. The photographs shown on our website are not necessarily the property you
are booking. However, all properties adhere to the resort’s high-quality standard.

Although every care has been taken to make sure photographs and descriptions are kept updated, the information
provided is only a guideline; The properties are subject to changes, updates and improvements. This property
advertisement does not constitute property particulars.

APARTMENT T3

Bedrooms 3
Maid Services
Bathrooms 3
Sleeps 6 

TELEPHONE
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E-MAIL
rentals@blue-sky-villas.com
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https://www.blue-sky-villas.com/en/blog/introducing-dunas-douradas-beach-club/


PROPERTY DETAILS:
AMENITIES
Hair Dryer
Pool Towels
Garden View
Resort Amenities
Concierge Services
Daily Maid Service
Shared Pool

Fully Equipped
Kitchen
WIFI
English TV
Washing Machine
DVD Player
Drier
Climate Control
Parking
BBQ
Hot Tub

NEARBY
Distance from beach: 2 minute walk
Distance from Golf: 5 minute drive
Distance from Airport: 30 minute drive
Beach
Green Spaces
Supermarket
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